The first spectroscopic investigation of "Y tOBf, "Y llBf, and *'Y 27Alf is reported, revealing that both of these diatomic cation radicals have X 42-electronic ground states. The ions were generated by three high energy techniques in combination with neon matrix isolation at 4 K and studied by electron spin resonance (ESR) spectroscopy. The generation methods included pulsed laser vaporization of the metal alloys, photoionization at 16.8 eV during matrix deposition, and x-irradiation at 80 keV of the matrix sample following deposition. Hyperfine interactions were resolved for all of the above nuclei and were compared with calculated isotropic and dipolar components of the A tensor. The yttrium 5s character observed in YAlf was significantly larger than that in YB+ based upon the observed nuclear hyperfme interactions. The calculated electronic structure properties showed agreement with this trend in the observed Aiso parameters. In addition, qualitative descriptions of the bonding properties are also presented which are consistent with the magnetic parameters obtained from the ESR measurements. The magnetic parameters for Y "B+ in neon at 4 K are gl =1.959
INTRODUCTION
The diatomic radicals Y '*B+, Y iOBf, and YAl+ have been generated by pulsed laser vaporization of their corresponding alloys and trapped in neon matrices as isolated ions at 4 K for electron spin resonance (ESR) investigation. The x-irradiation (80 keV) of the deposited matrix samples was observed to significantly increase the yield of these cation radicals; photoionization at 17 eV during the deposition process produced only small increases. While no previous spectroscopic or theoretical studies have been reported for YB ' or YAl+, these ESR results clearly establish their electronic ground states as 42-. The five valence electrons are assigned to the molecular orbital arrangement of . . . lc? 20'12 with the three unpaired electrons in bonding orbitals. The nuclear hyperfme interactions (A tensors) observed for 8gY (I = i), "B(I = 3), "B (I = $, and 27A1(1 = $) provide direct information concerning the distribution of the spin density in the various atomic orbitals. A nonrelativistic CI type ab initio calculation of the nuclear A tensors was conducted as part of this experimental study. While the absolute agreement with experiment was poor, the calculations did reflect the observed trend in these hyperfine parameters. Large basis set calculations at the highest levels of theory have demonstrated agreement within approx. 10-15 % of the observed values for the isotropic and dipolar nuclear hyperfine interactions for small radicals composed of atoms in the first and second rows.lm5 However, very few, if any, high level attempts have been made to calculate such properties for radicals containing atoms as complex as yttrium. Given the importance of understanding superconductivity and other phenomena in heavy atom materials, the development of such computational and theoretical approaches is obviously receiving considerable attention. The calculation of spin densities and electronic ground states represent difficult challenges even for small heavy metal radicals given the density of states involved. Information learned in the process will be useful in the development of models for larger molecules and perhaps even for important solid state materials.
The possible thin film applications of Y,B,, and Y,A1u make information concerning the vapor phase composition above these alloys especially significant.6 Of specific interest is the existence of YB6 as a superconductor6-' in thin films produced by sputtering." The YB, material produced by plasma deposition also has potential as a high temperature solar energy absorbing surface. l1 The manufacture of high thermal conductivity AlN involves the atomization of an Al/Y mixture in the presence of nitrogen. In the final AlN composite, the yttrium content seems to significantly increase the thermal conductivity over the nondoped compound.12 Effusion oven mass spectrometric studies have yielded dissociation energies for a few intermetallic yttrium compounds. I3 As well as NMR studies, there have also been theoretical calculations conducted on the thermodynamic properties of YAl solids with much less attention given to YB. I+'6 Several calculations have been conducted on the bonding of transition metals to nontransition metals including boron and aluminum in bulk solids.i7
The rare gas ESR matrix isolation approach has been reviewed for neutral and ion radicals in previous reports. 18-21 The yttrium radicals investigated by this method are Y 160 (Ref. 22), Y 170 (Ref. 23) , YS (Ref. 24), YH2 (Ref. 25), Y3 (Ref. 26), YF2, Y(CN)2 (Ref. 27), HYOH (Ref. 23), YNi, and YPd.28 In some cases, it has been found that the direct trapping of the plasma produced in the laser vaporization of materials can yield a sufficient number of isolated cation and anion radicals in the rare gas matrix for ESR detection.'l Examples of radicals where this has been demonstrated include Si$,2g GaAs+, and GaP'.30 As described in the experimental section, such direct ion trapping was also observed in these laser vaporization studies of YB+ and YAI+.
EXPERIMENT
Four different high energy generation and trapping procedures for ESR studies of isolated ion radicals in neon hosts have been used in our laboratory in recent years. The specific term "isolated ion" is used to describe the trapping of cations and anions in different lattice sites separated by an indeterminant number of rare gas atoms.31 It has been shown that molecular cation radicals trapped in highly dilute neon matrices under such conditions yield g and A tensor results which are shifted only l-3 % from gas phase measurements. However, the only cases where gas-matrix comparisons can be made are N.$, H,O+, and 13CO+.21 Neon matrix ion generation methods include electron bombardment (50-70 eV>, photoionization ( 17 eV), pulsed laser vaporization and x-irradiation in the 20-100 keV range. 20121132-34 In some studies, a combination of these techniques has been employed to produce the desired ion radical. For example, C$ was produced by the pulsed laser vaporization of graphite in combination with photoionization at 17 eV for a detailed study of the ESR spectra of W3,$ (x42) . 35 The experimental arrangement used in this YB+ and YAl+ investigation is similar to that employed in our previous study of Si$ and Ge z.2g A simplified diagram of the matrix apparatus, which can simultaneously accommodate laser vaporization, photoionization, and x-irradiation, is shown in Fig. 1 . One advantage of using more than one ion generation method in the study of a given radical is the independent confirmation of the spectral assignment. Moreover, there is usually a wide variation in the number of desired ions produced by the different methods and the ability to predict which technique will be most appropriate for a given molecule is practically impossible.
The YB,,, and YAI,,, alloys were formed from a mixture of the elements in an electric arc furnace operating in an argon atmosphere. The same procedure was used to produce the sample of Y l"B which was enriched to 94% in l"B over its natural abundance of 20%. The high purity metals and enriched boron were purchased from Alfa. These alloy targets were mounted 5 cm from the copper rod matrix deposition surface, which was maintained at 4 K by a closed cycle helium refrigerator (APD-304 HS). The frequency doubled output from a Nd:YAG laser operating at 10 Hz and 25 mJ per pulse was focused to a spot size of approximately 0.4 mm. Using an external lens, the Following deposition, a hydraulic system allowed the matrix sample to be lowered into the X-band microwave cavity, which employed 100 kHz modulation. The electromagnet (9 in. pole face with a 4 in. gap) is mounted on tracks and can be rolled into position after deposition and/or x irradiation is completed. The magnet is not shown in this diagram.
typical 30 min deposition with the neon flow maintained at 5 std. cm3 min-'. Following deposition, the matrix sample was lowered into the X-band ESR cavity by a hydraulic system which supports the helium cryostat.
In other ion trapping experiments and in cases of small neutral radicals, we have found that precooling the neon matrix gasto approximately 15-20 K improves the trapping efficiency. The experimental details of such precooling, achieved by passing the neon gas through a coil attached to the radiation shield of the cryostat, have been described previously.36
A small increase (approx. 15-20 % ) in the cation radieal ESR signals assigned to YB+ and YAl+ was observed if the matrix was irradiated at 16.8 eV using a neon resonance photoionization lamp during the deposition process (see Fig. I ). A considerably larger increase (200%) in ESR signals was observed if the matrix sample was x-irradiated after deposition for 30 min at 80 keV. The equipment and procedure used in our laboratory for x-ray generation of radical ions in rare gas hosts have been described in a recent report on the CH30H+ cation radical.33 A major advantage of the x-ray method is that it can be applied after matrix deposition and isolation of the neutral precursor has been completed. In contrast, photoionization at 16.8 eV must be conducted during the deposition process, and this seems to generate a greater level of background impurity radicals compared to the x-irradiation method of ion generation.
The identity of the counter anion in these studies could not be determined. However, background H,O+ and H atom ESR signals were quite intense, suggesting that significant amounts of OH-could be present. In previous Knight, Jr. et 
RESULTS
The experimental observations can be summarized in the following manner. The ESR signals assigned to YB+ and YAl+ were observed by trapping the products produced by the laser vaporization of YB,,, and YAl,,, in neon matrices at 4 K. The intensity of these absorptions was significantly enhanced by x-irradiation of the matrix after deposition; photoionization during deposition produced only slight signal increases. All attempts to observe these radical cations in argon matrices were unsuccessful. This failure suggests that the ion formation mechanism might involve the codeposition reaction of Y+ with B(or Al), a process that would be more hindered with argon relative to neon due to reduced diffusion rates in argon. The x-ray ionization of neutral YB or YAl also present in the matrix presumably accounts for the increase in the cation radical signals upon x-irradiation. Direct evidence that diffusion type reactions were occurring under these neon matrix deposition conditions was the observation of intense Y3 ESR signals which have been previously analyzed and assigned.26 These earlier experiments utilized conventional high temperature effusion ovens for the generation of Y3 by the matrix deposition of a high flux of Y atoms. It is interesting that pulsed laser vaporization also produced this small cluster species. An ESR spectrum recorded in the g, magnetic field region is shown in Fig. 2 where the Y, signals dominate (Yx has a 2B2 electronic ground state). For a ground 48 electronic state with a large D value (zfs) relative to the microwave quantum (hv) employed in the X-band ESR measurements, the perpendicular (0 =90") fine structure transition corresponding to MS =$+=Ms= -i should be observed in the g=4 magnetic field region. Simulated line shapes and a detailed analysis of such a transition for a powder sample have been described in the recent Gap'-report3' and elsewhere." Moderately intense absorption features were observed in this field region for the YB and YAl depositions as shown in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively. The *'Y "B+ experiments yielded an equally spaced eight line nuclear hyperfine pattern which could either be a *'Y(I =i) doublet of "B(z) quartets or a quartet-ofdoublets pattern. Experiments with isotopically enriched "B(1 = 3) were required to remove this ambiguity. The ESR results for 89Y "B+ are shown in Fig. 5 where a clear yttrium doublet of 12 G (Gauss) is further split into l"B septets with an A value of 8 G. These results show why the *'Y "B case fortuitously exhibited eight equally spaced lines. The l"B splitting of 8 G may be converted to a splitting of 24 G for *'B using their g, ratios. A yttrium doublet of 12 G and a tlB quartet of 24 G will produce the equally spaced eight line pattern initially observed for Y *'B+.
For the *'Y 27A1+ ESR spectrum, an unambiguous Y doublet of 27 Al(I=z) sextets was observed (see Fig. 4 ). Using our previously described diagonalization programs,3oT35 exact solutions to the following spin Hamiltonian were used to extract the magnetic parameters:
The upper ESF spectruy is assigned as the perpendicular absorptions for the M~=~tMs= -5 transiti;n of YAl+ in its ground 4P state. The 89Y(I = 2) doublet of *'Al(I = 2) sextets reflects the nuclear hyperfme interaction. The lower trace is a simulated ESR spectrum using the magnetic parameters listed in Table II. where all symbols have their standard meanings and the hyperfine terms involving both magnetic nuclei are included.18 The observed line p ositions assigned to Y "B+, Y "B+, and YAl+ are listed in Table 1 . Calculated lines agreed with the observed positions within the experimental uncertainty of &OS G. It was not necessary to include boron or aluminum quadrupole terms in the spin Hamiltonian to obtain the agreement. The magnetic parameters obtained by this line fitting procedure are listed in Table II Since only one fine structure line is observed, it is not possible to obtain the gl and D values independently from the experimental results alone. Holding the observed line positions constant, the relationship between D and gl is graphically presented for YAlf in Fig. 6 . The relationship between D and g, for YB+ is similar. It is a reasonable assumption that for such a heavy atom radical, the D value far exceeds 5 cm-' because of the potentially large spinorbit contribution to D." For such a case, the g, value can be accurately determined as shown by this plot. For D> 5 cm-', theg, value for YB+ is 1.959(l) and 1.942(l) for YAI+. A greater gl shift from g, would be expected for YAlf than for YB+, since spin-orbit interaction between X42-and excited regular 411, and 211r states would be larger in the case of aluminum due to its larger atomic spin-orbit parameter (75 cm-' for Al, as compared to 11 cm -' for B). The involvement of valence pz character on boron and aluminum is qualitatively indicated by this observed g, trend. A more quantitative g tensor analysis is not possible without excited state energies and wave functions. The g shift in the YO (X 2X) radical is much smaller with g, =2.001, despite the relatively large spin-orbit parameter of yttrium.22,23 The smaller gl values for YB+ and YAlc also suggests that the 211r and 411, states responsible for this shift lie lower in YB+ and YAlf than in YO.
DISCUSSION
The assignment of the observed ESR spectra to ground 4X-states of YBf and YAl+ is based upon definitive nuclear hyperfine patterns, the characteristic magnetic field location of the absorption for a 42-state with D large relative to hv, the use of three independent ion generation methods, and the sample response to photolysis with visible light (photobleaching). The effect of photobleaching on the YB+ ESR spectrum is shown in the lower trace of Fig. 3 , where irradiation with visible light for 40 min practically eliminated the ESR signals. This is the expected behavior for isolated cations and anions in the rare gas host, since photoionization of the anion releases an electron which can readily diffuse throughout the neon lattice and neutralize the cation radical. It is unlikely that visible light would photochemically dissociate a neutral YB molecule trapped in the rare gas lattice. Moreover, the electronic ground state of neutral YB (or YAl) would likely be 38-, 3Kl, or a singlet state. ESR would not detect a singlet state and 32-absorptions would not exhibit absorption lines in the g=4 region at X-band microwave frequencies because of the large D value expected for these molecules. A 311 state would also not likely be detected in rare gas matrices because of the line broadening that would result from the extreme g and D tensor anisotropy. In addition to these considerations, resonant two-photon ionization spectroscopy of YAl has detected a band system near 9500 cm-l, and a preliminary analysis of the rotational structure suggests that the ground state is a 3X-state with a large zero-field splitting (0) .3g On these grounds we are confident in our assignment of the observed spectra to the cation radicals YBf and YAl+, rather than to the neutral parent molecules. Table II A preliminary understanding of the electronic structure of YB+ and YAl+ may be obtained by considering the orbital energies of the component atoms (or atomic ions). An examination of tables of atomic energies shows that it requires 50 144 cm-' of energy to remove the 4d electron from the 4d'5?, 2D ground state of Y,40 while an energy of approximately 52 315 cm-' is required to remove a 5s electron (averaging the energies of the *D and 3 D states of the resulting Y + ion) .41 Thus, the 4d and 5s orbitals are essentially degenerate in atomic yttrium, and both must certainly be considered in describing the bonding of such molecules as YB+ and YAl+. In contrast, 66 912 cm-' of energy is required to remove the 2p electron of boron, while approximately 122 280 cm-' is required to remove the 2s electron (again averaging the energies of the lP and 3P states of the resulting B+ ion).4* Because the 2s electrons are so strongly bound in the boron atom, we may consider them as part of the core, and they may be omitted from consideration in forming the molecular orbitals of the YBf molecule. Similar considerations show that the 3p electron of aluminum is bound by 48 278.5 cm-', while the 3s electrons are bound by approximately 96 930 cm-' (again averaging the energies of the 'P and 3P states of the resulting Al+ ion) :1 As in the boron atom, the high binding energy of the 3s electrons of aluminum is expected to cause them to remain corelike, and to contribute minimally toward the bonding in the molecule. Accordingly, they may be omitted from initial consideration in forming the molecular orbitals of the YAl+ molecule. With the exclusion of the filled B (2s) and Al( 3s) atomic orbitals from consideration as valence orbitals, the bonding in YB' (and YAl+) will result from the placement of three electrons in molecular orbitals primarily de- Table I ). Note that for D greater than approximately 5 cm-', the g, parameter is well determined. In this case the limiting gL is 1.942 (see Table II ).
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 98, No. 6, 15 March 1993 atomic orbitals. With the Y (5s) and Y (4d) orbitals nearly degenerate in the isolated yttrium atom, this set of atomic orbitals will lead to three IJ orbitals (which may be described as bonding, nonbonding, and antibonding, respectively), two pairs of v orbitals (one bonding and one antibonding), and a single pair of nonbonding S orbitals. In either YB+ or YAlf it is expected that the bonding orbitals should lie below the nonbonding or antibonding orbitals, giving 122a'ln2 as the orbital configuration of the observed 4X ground state. In this notation the la orbital represents the B (2s) or Al( 3s) core orbital, which we have assumed to be uninvolved in the chemical bonding. The 20 orbital is expected to be a bonding orbital, primarily composed of the Ssav, 4da,, and 2~9 (or 3puA1) orbitals, while the ln-orbital is a bonding combination of the 4dq and 2~7~ (or 3prA1) orbitals. Owing to the greater electronegativity of boron as compared to aluminum, one would expect less yttrium character in the 20 and la orbitals of YB+ than in YAl+ This picture of the basic electronic structure of YB+ and YAl+ is supported by the measured nuclear hyperfine splittings and by electronic structure calculations reported in the next section. Of course, for a 4Z-state to be the ground state, the 20-and In orbital energy levels must be close in energy. This, combined with the fact that the 2a and 1~ orbitals are bonding orbitals in these molecules, makes the YB' and YAlf molecules somewhat similar to the previously studied GaP+ (Ref. A similar treatment for YBf and YAl' cannot be as complete since only the A, hyperiine parameters could be directly measured in these samples. However, Al is a reasonable approximation for Aiso since Aiso=Al +Adip, and the theoretical calculations show Adip to be very small (only a few MHz). A qualitative explanation of why A+ is expected to be small in these radicals is presented below. For the present we will simply use the relation Ais,,--AI to estimate the valence "s" orbital character.
The singly occupied 2a orbital for YBf and YAI+ can be expressed in terms of the simple linear combination atomic orbitals (LCAO) :
where n =2 for boron and 3 for aluminum. Of course, yttrium 5p, and other (T type basis functions are also involved to various extents. The amount of 5s yttrium character can be estimated from the commonly applied free atom comparison method (FACM) using the tabulated atomic yttrium Ai, value of 1250 MHz.~~ The atomic A .
$3 parameter for the 4ds orbital of yttrium is only 18 MHz. For small radicals containing atoms in the first three rows, the FACM approach has been found to yield generally consistent results in reasonable agreement with high level calculations in estimating the orbital characters of the unpaired electrons. A detailed analysis of the various approximations involved and a comparison with ab initio theoretical results have been presented in a previous report on the 2gSiO+ cation radical. 4 The FACM approach has not been rigorously analyzed for the heavier elements with a larger number of inner shells and the need for including relativistic effects.
The A values actually measured and calculated in the MELDF program described later reflect a total spin density normalized to unity, even though there are three unpaired electrons. The FACM estimate of the yttrium 5s character in the 20 orbital of YB+ is 34 MHz/1250 MHz=0.03; in YAlf it is 142/1250=0.11. Similarly, the boron 2s character is 0.03 and the aluminum 3s character is 0.02, using "B and 27A1 atomic A iso values of 2550 and 3910 MHZ, respectively.42 The approximation Aiso=Al has been used. These Aiso FACM estimates, especially for yttrium, should be considered highly approximate in nature. For example, the use of Koh and Miller's atomic Ais, parameter for yttrium of 650 MHz causes the above FACM estimates for the Y(5s) characters to be increased by approximately a factor of 2.42 Use of the smaller atomic Aiso value for the yttrium atom yields considerably better agreement with the calculated spin populations presented in the theoretical section of this report. It should also be noted that no attempt is being made to use charge corrected atomic Aiso parameters in this FACM approach.
For YAl+, it is possible to estimate the AlI hyperfine parameter for aluminum from its higher order effects on the observed perpendicular hyperfine spacings. The extremely weak parallel type absorptions occur in the g, region, which is obscured by intense background radical signals. Considerable effort was expended to measure carefully and analyze the perpendicular spacings between the Al:M,=i and 4 lines of the Y:M,=i transition and the A1:M1= -$ and -+ lines of the Y:M1= -f transition. As seen by the YAl+ ESR spectrum in Fig. 4 , these four lines are the only ones which are not overlapped by other transitions and they are also the best candidates for determining the All value from the perpendicular line positions. The difference between these differences reflects the higher order "spread" or increase in the Al sextet hyperfine spacing as MI varies from +$ to -$. For All =A, =73 MHz for Al, this "difference" is 1.0 G as calculated using the exact diagonalization treatment. Independent, high resolution measurements on six different matrix depositions indicate a difference of at least 1.2 G. Quadrupole interactions and D value changes were examined to show that this small "difference" depended only upon the Ali parameter once A, was established. Computed line positions show that a "difference" of 1.2 G requires that Ali = 100 MHz. Using this result, an Al A,i, value of 9 MHz is obtained from the expression, Adip= (Ali -A, )/3. If the dipolar interaction on aluminum is dominated by spin density in its 3p, orbital, the FACM estimate of this orbital character would be 0.33 using an A,i, atomic value for aluminum of 83 MHz.~~ However, the aluminum dipolar interaction would also be influenced by spin density residing in the Al 3p, and 3p, orbitals. Spin density on yttrium would make only a small contribution given the Y-~ dependence. For YB+, the l",llB hyperfine splitting was too small to obtain the All parameter from the perpendicular lines. Knight, Jr. et ab: ESR studies of Y"B+ and YAI+ Most of the spin density in the 1~, and z-~ molecular orbitals should reside in the d,, and dyz yttrium orbitals and the boron and aluminum np, and npu orbitals. An estimate of the relative distributions of the spin density among these orbitals for YB+ and YAl+ will be presented in the following theoretical section.
THEORETICAL CALCULATIONS
GAUSSIAN 90 calculations, using the ST0 3G* basis set at the UHF level, yielded optimized bond distances of 2.262 and 2.686 A for YB+ and YAl+, respectively.43 This compares to a ground state bond length measured for the X 32; state of neutral YAl of 2.8 12 (3) A (uncorrected for spin-uncoupling effects) .3g Calculated GAUSSIAN go bond distances at the restricted open-shell Hartree Fock (ROHF) level were found to be 2.204 and 2.667 A for YB+ and YAl+ respectively. Bond distances, calculated with a modified version of the MELDF suite of programs at the ROHF level, yielded similar results.& All of the calculations are highly approximate and preliminary in nature given the low level and small basis set employed and the neglect of relativistic effects. bitals is highly approximate, although the sum of these two contributions is properly analyzed. These MELDF MSPA results and the calculated nuclear hypertine interactions (A tensors) discussed below were conducted at the multireference single, double, configuration interaction (MRSDCI) level involving 40 reference configurations which included all single excitations. Double excitations were selected on the basis of an energy threshold criteria (ET) which was set at ET= 5 X lo-' hartrees. Further reductions in ET did not significantly alter the calculated parameters.
Interpretation of the above spin populations projected onto the valence orbitals in terms of nuclear hyperfme properties is practically impossible given the potentially large effects of the inner orbitals. Therefore, a direct calculation of Aiso and Adip, defined in the following conventional manner, was performed using the MELDF program:
On the quartet manifold, the 48-state was found to be the lowest in energy for both ions, while 211 states (1$221~-' and 121~~) were lowest on the doublet manifold. Both the MELDF and GAUSSIAN go calculations predict the electronic ground state to be X 48-for YB+ and YAl+, in agreement with the experimental observations. Given the highly approximate nature of the calculations, the properties and energies of the excited states are most probably of little quantitative significance. The potential energy curves for' the two types of pi states (211i and 2W cross in the vicinity of the optimized ground state bond distance. Since the measured gl values for both ions are less than g,, dominant spin-orbit coupling to excited 211 r or to 411 states is indicated.'* The calcmated energy difference between the (T and r levels in the X42-state was quite sensitive to the bond distance employed. For YB+ the o level was 0.0718 hartrees below the Z-levels for r=2.250 A as determined by the MELDF program at the ROHF level. For YAl+ at 2.700 A, the Z-levels were 0.0081 hartrees below the c level.
where all symbols have their standard meanings and the averages are taken over the spin densities.18 The calculated Aiso parameters for yttrium in YBf and YAI+ are -106 and -326 MHz, respectively. A negative Aiso value corresponds to positive spin density since the nuclear magnetic moment for 8gY is negative. While the absolute magnitudes of these calculated Ai, results are significantly larger than the Aiso values estimated from the A, experimental parameters, the calculated trend does reflect the measured A, values of -34 and -142 MHz for YBf and YAl", respectively. As previously discussed there are several factors that could be contributing to the poor quantitative agreement. The calculated boron Aiso value of 155 MHz should be compared with the observed "B Al value of 66 MHz; for aluminum, the calculated Aiso was 112 MHz compared to the observed Al value of 73 MHz.
As previously discussed in an experimental-theoretical analysis of the 2gSiO+ radical cation, the MELDF program has the capability to project the calculated spin density onto a minimal basis set to facilitate a simple valence orbital description.4 The gross MSPA (Milliken spin population analysis) results, reflecting the (a-8) spin differences, are presented for the various valence orbitals indicated. For YB+, Y, , =O.O8, Y4&2 = 0.01, Y4yZ=Y4xZ =0.21, B2, =O.O8, BzpZ=0.16, and B2, , =B2, , =0.11 , where 0.97 of the total spin density, normalized to unity, is included. The obvious symmetries of these orbitals allow spin density assignments to be made to the molecular cr and T~,~ types in the Y, , =O.24, 4dzz = 0.01, 4d, , z=4dxz=0.26, A1, , =0.03, A1, , , =0.07, and A13, , =A13, , =0.05 where the sum is again 0.97. Given symmetry restrictions in these MSPA routines, the partitioning of the spin density between the Y,, and Y&Q orThere is an interesting consistency in these calculated MELDF Aiso values derived from the total wave functions and the calculated spin population projections onto the valence atomic orbitals. Using the FACM method and the calculated MELDF Aiso values (as if they were experimental measurements), we obtain for YB+ and YAl+ 5s characters of 0.085 and 0.26, respectively, based upon the atomic Aiso parameter of 1250 MHz for a yttrium 5s electron. However, as mentioned previously, there is large uncertainty in the atomic yttrium Aiso parameter that should be employed in the FACM analysis. Additional MELDF type calculations were conducted to test for unusual sensitivity of Aiso to the equilibrium bond length. For YB+ a change in length from 2.15 to 2.25 A produced a Y Aiso change of approximately + 15 MHz and a "B Aiso change of -1.7 MHz.
The calculated Adip value was 4.7 MHz for "B in YB+ and 1.0 MHz for "Y. For YAl", Adip for aluminum was calculated to be 4.0 MHz and 0.75 MHz for "Y. The calculated small magnitudes of these dipolar parameters further supports the approximation Of Aiso=A, , It is to be expected in o1 r: rrj type radicals that the dipolar hyper-fine interaction for a given nucleus will be sma11.30V35 This results from the cancellation effect of the local dipolar contributions from orbitals with their symmetry axis aligned along the three different directions.35 Of course, equal spin populations in the np, np,, and np,, orbitals on a given atom would produce an A,i, value of zero, provided the small contribution made by spin density on other atoms is ignored. The MSPA calculations, showing similar spin densities in thesep type orbitals on boron and aluminum, are thus consistent with these small calculated Adip parameters.
The large increase in the observed yttrium Aiso value in going from YB+ to YAlf reflects the larger contribution of the Y (5s) orbital to the singly occupied 20 orbital in the latter molecule. This is probably a consequence of the similar electronegativities of the yttrium (Pauling electronegativity of 1.2) and aluminum (Pauling electronegativity of 1.5) atoms, which leads to a more nearly equal sharing of electrons than occurs in the case of the more electronegative boron (Pauling electronegativity of 2.0). Owing to the very similar electronegativities of Al( 1.5) and Ga( 1.6)) one would expect the yttrium Aiso value for YGa+ to be very similar to that found for YAl+. In this regard, it is likely that the boron molecule YB+ is the unusual molecule in the YBf, YAl+, YGa+, YInf series, and that the trends in the series YAI+, YGa+, Yin+ will be smoother and more predictable.
It may come somewhat as a surprise that the ground states of YB+ and YAl+ are high-spin lc?'2a'1172, 48-states, rather than the low-spin la22a21a1, 2H, or lg1a3, 2Hi states. However, recent ab initio calculations by Boldyrev and Simons show that it is common for diatomic molecules composed of electropositive atoms to favor highspin ground states.45 These authors note, for example, that LiB is calculated to possess a 311 ground state deriving from the ld?2a'l~' configuration, rather than the expected 1222, 'Z+ ground state. In addition, diatomics such as LiSi and NaSi are calculated to possess ground states which place the two 3p electrons of silicon in 7~ orbitals (as a 3 configuration, coupled as 32-), rather than forming a two-electron bond with the 2s (or 3s) electron of Li (or Na). This again leads to 42-ground states described as a'? configurations. The same is also true of molecules such as BSi and AlSi, where once again 48-ground states are calculated, deriving from da '? configurations. (We have recently determined that these molecules indeed do possess 42-ground states,46 as calculated by Boldyrev and Simons) . In these examples of a p-block element such as B or Si bonding to an electropositive element (such as Li, Na, B, or Al), the electropositive nature of the alkali (or group-III A) element makes it unfavorable to place too many electrons in (T orbitals shared between the two centers. A similar effect seems to be occurring in the YB+ and YAl+ molecules. It remains to be seen if these high-spin ground states persist in other transition metal molecules such as ScBf and ScAl+, and much higher level calculations than those reported in this paper will be required to determine if the root causes of these high-spin ground states share a common origin with those of the electropositive diatomics discussed by Boldyrev and Simons. Finally, it is of interest to compare the electronic structure of YAl+ and YBf with that of the isovalent electropositive diatomic, &AI. This molecule has also been recently investigated by resonant two-photon ionization spectroscopy, and has been found to possess a 211,. ground state, rather than the 48-ground state exhibited by YB+ and YA1+.47 Considering the Ca(b), Al( 3s), and Al( 3p) electrons as the valence electrons, the CaAl molecule clearly forms a ground state which may be characterized as la220-%', 2 II, The essential difference between this molecule and YB+ or YAlf is that the 4d orbitals are quite accessible for chemical bonding in yttrium, while the 3d orbitals of calcium lie rather high in energy, and cannot form 3drrc,-3prAl bonds which are as strong as the 4dzy 3~7~~~ bonds of YAl+. Thus, although the AlCa molecule is chemically bound, and the lrr orbital definitely has some bonding character, this bonding character is not sufficient to make up for the energetic cost required to excite one of the calcium 4s electrons to the 3d orbital. 
